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A Review of Graphical Password Strategy in
Smart Android Phones
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unlocking. Although secondary and knowledge-based
authentication, including fingerprints or face recognition, are
essential, passcode-based authentication is still the primary
means for mobile device security.

Abstract— In recent years, when users worldwide have
embraced smart devices in more significant numbers due to
recent advances and appealing applications, they have also
become a target for criminals who are zealously attempting to
breach protection. As a result, a significant number of attacks
have been observed on these systems. As a result, several
password-based authentication mechanisms have been
proposed to counteract these attacks. Among them, the
graphical password scheme is more consistent with smart
devices, which are highly graphic-oriented. However, current
graphical password schemes are vulnerable to various assaults,
including shoulder surfing, smudging, intersection attacks, and
reflection attacks. Thus, the paper aims to review recently
published papers on android smartphone graphical passwords
and identify used techniques. Moreover, they also analyze
results to understand users of such devices better to protect
their devices from unauthorized access and attacks.

Fig. 1. Touchpoints that can be reached in a 3x3 pattern
Unlock from the top left touch spot.
The iPhone's most popular passcode-based authentication
mechanism is via a PIN consisting of at least 4-digit
complexity (last updates may require a 6-digit). After its
introduction, Android has provided a broader range of
unlocking authentication methods, such as text-based
passwords, PIN, facial recognition, and, most notably for this
article, the graphical password pattern. Android unlocks be
effective in many situations, and after they became broadly
implemented, many applications have been analyzed in
various contexts. In the first case, studies of unlock style
authentication [7-13] showed that Android patterns remain
reasonably common as an option of authentication. Various
experiments [14-22] have also looked at how people select
graphical login patterns on their Android devices. If there are
some adjustments to the device [15, 23-25], some examples
include changing the contact points, and password meters are
indicators of strategies to influence preference [2, 26-28]
demographic considerations in the collection [10, 29, 30]. The
thesis includes a detailed overview and categorization of
methods and strategies for compilation in other taxonomy
documents. It provides owners of those systems with a clearer
view of protecting their appliances from unwanted entry and
attacks. [2, 15, 21, 31].
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I. INTRODUCTION

P

assword protection analysis is an essential aspect of the
machine and accessible Security. Passwords have shown
to be challenging to be chosen by humans and not much used
in password schemes. Utilizing mnemonic or randomly
created passwords usually means that people choose
passwords [1-5]. With the launch of smartphones and tablets,
the unlock authentication options used to lock and unlock
mobile devices have become highly relevant in information
protection [6]. There are two major dominant smartphone
systems, iOS, and Android, each with a native solution to
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II. SMART ANDROID AUTHENTICATION SECURITY
An authenticator is a device used to verify a user's
identification or conduct automated authentication. Through
proving that he or she has ownership and control of an
authenticator, an individual may authenticate to a computer
device or program. The authenticator is, in the most basic
3
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2.3 Unlock
Choices
for
Android
Smartphone
validated is the complainant in the NIST Digital Identification
Authentication
Guidelines, whereas the party who verifies the claimant's
A. Password:
identity is referred to as the verifier. The verifier may infer the
A well-thought-out password, the old classic in protection,
claimant's identity if the claimant effectively demonstrates
may
be a potent security mechanism, but a password with no
ownership and control of one or more authenticators to the
work
placed into it may just as quickly be a significant
verifier using a defined authentication procedure [32-36].
security danger. Despite this, the best protection mechanism
A. Smart Android Graphical Pattern Password
possible for a user's mobile device is a password (or its cousin,
A template lock enables the phone to be unlocked only after the passcode). However, one big drawback with the password:
the correct pattern is mapped out on a three-by-three rectangle, entering it each time the phone has to be accessed easily
as shown in Figure 1. When a user becomes used to this becomes cumbersome and awkward.
natural and automatic lock, it becomes a straightforward way
B. PIN Number:
to enter a handset, and if all nine dots in the pattern are used,
A
PIN code, like a password, is a surprisingly secure
there are nearly 400,000 available access codes [37].
authentication
method since the standard 4-digit alternative
Unfortunately, there are some areas where the pattern lock
has
over
10,000
possible variations. While a 16-digit PIN is
falls short. When the pattern is recreated successfully, it is
admittedly
challenging
to recall, an Android computer may be
possible to access the device. Figure 1 shows an illustration of
covered
by
a
16-digit
PIN,
taking the total amount of valid
appropriate strokes from the upper left corner.
codes to 10 quadrillions. The PIN, though, has a flaw in that
B. Methods for graphical passwords
many people can yield to the lure of creating an oversimplified
Graphical password strategies have been proposed to PIN that could be estimated very quickly.
address shortcomings of traditional text-based password
C. Fingerprint Scanner:
techniques since images are more straightforward to recall
For exemplary purposes, this method of unlocking a mobile
than texts. Some current graphical passwords are as follows
[38]. Graphical password techniques demonstrate that the device has quickly become the preferred method: not only is it
techniques can be grouped as follows into four categories. A. secure, but it is also relatively easy. However, even this
Recognition-based technique: Users pick pictures, icons, or approach has shortcomings. E.g., the fingerprint scanner is not
symbols from a picture set in this group. Upon authentication, often placed in the most comfortable location on the handset.
users need to remember their pictures, symbols, icons chosen Furthermore, gloves render this process difficult to use.
during registration between a series of photographs; figure 2
shown different methods types of the graphical password [39].
C. Recognition-Based Method:
Users can choose icons or pictures from a collection of
images presented at the graphical user interface in this
technique. Users select their photos at the time of
authentication from a list of chosen images at the time of
signup [40, 41].
D. Pure Recall-Based Method:
Users are required to write their codes without any clues or
reminders. Even though this method is more efficient and
straightforward, people cannot recall their passwords [42].

Fig. 2. Categorization of authentication methods for the
graphical password.

E. Cued Recall-Based Method:
Users are sent reminders or hints throughout this technique.
Users may use prompts to help them remember their
passwords or help them type or pick their passwords more
accurately. This approach is similar to recall-based systems
but with the use of cues.

D. Facial Recognition:
Under the current state of affairs, this is likely to become
the preferred means of verifying user identification to gain
access to a phone shortly. However, in their current form,
these approaches are not yet reliable enough to securely
authenticate items like transactions and other financial tasks,
but that is changing.

F. Hybrid Method:
Authentication is done with a mixture of two or more
schemes. This method eliminates the issues associated with
other schemes, such as spyware, shoulder surfing, and so on
[43].

E. Smart Lock:
Safety capabilities are available on several phones today,
depending on alternate authentication forms. Whenever the
gadget is held, body tracking holds it free - independent of
4
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specific locations, computers, and faces. Another choice is to related to graphical passwords. Furthermore, it can be divided
open the user's telephone using Google Assistant by saying into four types as shown following:
"Yes, Google." These characteristics are, however, not so well
for user safety and are primarily for convenience. As
3.1 Graphical Password for Childs
previously reported, Users with more modern mobile devices
[48] They investigated graphical passwords as a childmay also choose a biometric, such as a fingerprint or facial friendly solution for user authentication. They assessed the
recognition. However, since they must also choose a PIN or usability of three versions of the Pass Tiles graphical password
pattern in this environment, we place the biometric options system for children and the similarities and disparities in
above the primary options. Furthermore, an intruder targeting performance and preferences between children and adults
an authentication scheme is likely to concentrate on when utilizing these systems. Children were the most effective
knowledge-based attacks—that is, attacks that can be guessed at remembering passwords that included pictures of particular
or enumerated—which means that the user's option of items. Both children and adults choose graphical passwords to
authentication secrets is still essential. The graphical login their current systems, but their password memorization
pattern is not the only way to secure users. A variety of methods vary significantly. Based on their findings, they made
experiments have looked at consumer preference for PINs and suggestions for developing more child-friendly authentication
passwords [44].
systems. Also, [49] They suggested Graphical Password
Authentication for Child Personal Storage Program, an
2.4 Practice of Securing Handheld Devices
application that would offer personal storage for children to
From 2017 to 2021, a variety of reports on the mobile save their notes in softcopy formats. The suggested system's
device accessing actions have been released. According to use of graphical password protection is meant to encourage
these studies, users consider patterns as more stable and less children to use passwords to protect their files in a fun way.
error-prone than PINs in entry, but in fact, the reverse is also The proposed framework was created using the Android
accurate. In general, these findings indicate that more research mobile application platform, and the project's approach was
into Android's graphical password scheme is essential. Even Object-oriented Mobile Application Development. The
though certain users think other options are safer, this technical specifications of the proposed framework were
alternative is expected because of the users' belief that it introduced based on user requirements, and the programming
safeguards their phones from unauthorized users [45].
interfaces were also implemented based on user
characteristics. The project's value lies in raising children's
2.5 Attacks on Graphical Password
understanding of the importance of safe file storage. Children
In a recent study, it was said that it is possible to calculate a who will use graphical passwords while they are young will
graphic password by analyzing the movement of the fingers benefit in the future, and it will make sense to preserve their
when drawing a pattern (key) captured on video. It should be privacy by putting up a password. In terms of information
noted that the video can be made at a distance of two meters protection, the suggested scheme mentions authentication,
from the user, for example, in public places. Users can check anonymity, and availability as qualities that would be
the fingerprints left by the owner on the device screen, but this accomplished.
is ineffective as a rule since users usually have to deal with
3.2 3D Graphical Password
many paths Fuzzy or worn out [46].
[39] They proposed a new authentication scheme based on
3D graphical keys, which they tested to make mobile devices
2.6 Protection of Android Smartphone Graphical Password
safer. This authentication mechanism enables users to
To maintain the Security of the graphic password, cases communicate with 3D artifacts in a simulated world, with their
such as using further intersections, which will select variations behavior being recorded and used to generate unique
that can help confuse the intruder, turning off the "display passwords. They created a basic research application based on
pattern" option in the operating system settings in the Android previous studies of the 3D password scheme to construct their
OS. After lines, this function is disabled. The between the own 3D password. Also, [50] described that the 3D password
points will not be visible on the device screen, and turning off is a multifactor authentication system that can merge many
the device screen at the moment are recommended. A visual authentication techniques into a single 3D virtual world. The
password is entered, preventing an intruder from user will browse and communicate with different things. The
eavesdropping on a user's password [47].
series of behaviors and experiences inside the 3D world
creates the user's 3D password. The 3D Password is the
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
strongest tool for having encryption since it can be used with
Graphical passwords are security mechanisms that rely on any mixture of passwords. It is more powerful than other
expertise. Many general suggestions and implementation authentication methods, because it is a highly reliable
guidance have resulted from thorough research into the effects authentication scheme. Furthermore, it explains how the
of various factors on knowledge-based authentication, with a intruder can obtain awareness of the most probable assaults.
particular emphasis on text passwords. Rather than repeating
5
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Moreover, [53] They created an Android program. It
against 3D passwords.
includes all of the information about how to use the Multi3.3 Map-Based Graphical Password
level Locking Application. They split the support manual into
[51], they suggested that graphical passwords (GPs) might three parts based on three modules. The expression "multibe a viable solution to traditional authentication schemes. level" refers to various levels of protection (types of locks)
Map-based GPs (geographical passwords), which enable users that can be accessed at the user's discretion. Android is an
to choose one or more locations on a map for authentication, advanced, adaptable stage that was designed to be incredibly
have been designed to provide an expansive password room. accessible. Android apps use cutting-edge hardware and
PassMap, for example, allows users to select two locations as programming and adjacent and served details, exposed during
their keys, while GeoPass only requires users to select one. the process, to convey progression and motivating force to
According to some tests, using just one location as a password customers. There is also a built-in protection mechanism
is insufficiently safe, while using two positions reduces device supported by Android, such as a pin code, a pattern password,
usability. They first performed a study to see if users might an image password, and so on.
choose between two PassMap locations and discovered that
Moreover, [54] created the Vibration-and-Pattern (VAP), a
users could choose between identical locations due to time modern graphical authentication system for smartphones and
constraints. They developed CPMap, a click-points map-based tablets that incorporates vibration-code and pattern-lock
GP scheme that enables users first to pick a position on a techniques to include a safe password mechanism. They
world map and then click a point or an item on a picture designed the device on the Android platform and performed a
related to that location. They performed a second usage usability test with 95 people. The outcome suggests that their
analysis of up to 50 users to investigate the success of CPAP. method is both dependable and convenient to use. They've
It has been discovered that our scheme will provide consumers also included a quick security audit of the device, which
with positive outcomes in terms of protection and usability. shows that it can withstand a variety of different attacks. It
[52], they suggested a new password scheme for mobile was, to their knowledge, it was the first application to
Android devices that is map graphical-based. This algorithm incorporate pattern-lock and vibration-code in the graphical
benefits from allowing for randomization and selection order, password to avoid well-known assaults. Furthermore, [26]
making it less susceptible to brute-force and shoulder-surfing demonstrated how users like to use images and emojis in a
assaults. For mobile Android application applications, this multimedia password authentication app. In general, mobile
algorithm enhanced the map graphical-based password devices lack a two-factor authentication (2FA) approach. A
authentication scheme. As a result, the device has been preliminary analysis and a consumer study (N=30) were
changed and rendered safer. This approach is appropriate for performed to explore usability and protection problems. Both
software locks on mobile devices. When a user inputs his or experiments showed a mechanism for using the image
her graphical password, the device obtains the period and all dominance effect to improve graphical password
protection features, so consumers are not burdened in any memorability.
way. When a user successfully authenticates via the graphical
Furthermore, [27], they proposed a multi-element graphical
password, he or she is allowed to connect to the device password protection model for mobile devices that is immune
through this system. However, the proposed modified to spyware and shoulder surfing assaults. The proposed Coin
implementation must be tested to see how effective it can be Passcode platform reduces the complexity of previous
when used in other operating systems or indifferent job graphical password templates, which serve as a quick
environments.
passcode authentication framework for mobile devices. In
3.4 Various types of Graphical Password
comparison to current numerical and alphanumerical
Forman, T., & Aviv, A [29] They suggested utilizing passwords, the Coin Passcode model has a strong
Double Patterns (DPatts) as an extension of Android patterns. memorability score, as tests show that humans recall graphics
Users access their phones by entering two patterns in series rather than phrases. According to the findings, the Coin
and superimposed. They performed an online survey in which Passcode can solve the latest shoulder-surfing and spyware
634 people choose DPatts from three different treatments: assault vulnerabilities that occur in established smartphone
power, first pattern blocklist, and absolute, DPatt blocklist. It device numerical passcode authentication layers.
was discovered that, when compared to standard Android
On the other hand, [55], they proposed EvoPass, an
patterns, DPatts significantly improve Security. After 30 tries, evolvable graphical password scheme. Without asking users to
a hypothetical intruder guessing an unknown DPatt based on alter their pass photos, EvoPass is resistant to shoulder surfing
any training data will only guess 5.3 percent of the DPatts in
assaults. They used two metrics – IRR and PDS – to
the training range, opposed to 23.6 percent of Android trends. generate a difficulty range with good usability and resilience
Just 1.9 percent and 0.9 percent of DPatts in the rst-pattern to shoulder-surfing assaults. According to their findings, using
blocklist and complete DPatt blocklist, respectively, suggest edge detection as an image distortion feature in EvoPass
that block listing may be a feasible choice for further increases its resilience to shoulder-surfing attacks instead of
enhancing protection.
other graphical password schemes that do not have the feature.
Furthermore, with the aid of IRR and PDS, a shoulder surfing
6
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V. CONCLUSION
breach a target account in EvoPass than in any graphical
While the graphical password strategy can transform how a
framework with picture distortion. Especially with the time- typical consumer enters their password and how safe it can be,
evolving functionality, EvoPass will attain the same resistance it is not without shortcomings and drawbacks. One of the
to shoulder-surfing attacks as other graphical systems with drawbacks of using a graphical login scheme is the risk of
fewer decoy images. Also, [23] proposed the "SysPal" shoulder surfing. A graphical password may be visually
method, which mandates the use of a limited number of detected without a password field like an alphanumeric
randomly chosen points when choosing a pattern. Users have password, particularly in public spaces. An intruder can see
the option of using specific mandated points in whatever the password is entered several times. They would quickly
location they choose. They conducted a large-scale online break it, which is a severe vulnerability. Another disadvantage
study with 1,717 participants to assess the protection and to a graphical password scheme is that it is susceptible to
usability of three SysPal policies, varying the number of guessing. If the user just registered a brief and predictable
mandatory points required (when choosing a pattern) from one password, similar to an alphanumeric password, the likelihood
to three. Compared to the current Android regulation, their of it being guessable will improve.
findings show that the two SysPal rules that include using one
and two points will help users choose slightly more stable
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